Blaze a new path! In 1967 Muriel Siebert was the first woman to ever own a seat at the New York Stock Exchange. Watch this episode of MAKERS Muriel Siebert: The First Lady of Wall Street, to learn more about Muriel and other trailblazing women.

Welcome to the Murray Center community!

Hope you're starting to get excited about your first semester at NJIT. We're excited, too, and are looking forward to getting to know you.

As you probably already know, anything new and exciting is also a little scary--like climbing aboard a roller coaster for the first time. That's where the Murray Center community comes in: to make sure you have a great ride.

Located on the second floor of the Campus Center building-- right next to the Dean of Students Office --the Murray Center is your clubhouse at NJIT. We've got a computer lab, printing facilities, a mini-kitchen with a microwave and refrigerator, conference rooms and a comfortable lounge area with a big flat screen TV. But the Murray Center is more than just a nice place to hang out. It's also a network of people and programs designed to give you the resources you need to succeed in your major and enjoy your college experience.

RESOURCES FOR FIRST YEAR STUDENTS: Making sure NJIT's women students make a smooth and successful transition from high school to college is an important part of the Murray Center's mission. The Center is a go-to source of information and support, offering incoming students the opportunity to connect with academic, career and social resources. The Murray Center student staff are women who have successfully navigated their first academic year and have volunteered to help you do the same. They'll show you where the ups and downs are, the twists and turns -- how to build your network of friends and mentors, how to find answers to your questions and to get the resources you need to thrive.

RESOURCES FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS: Congratulations! You've already successfully completed two years of college. The Murray Center is there to make sure that the next two years are even better. We'll help you build your social and professional networks, make sure you get prompt answers to any questions you have, and offer you opportunities to kick back and have fun with friends.

If you haven't actually visited the Murray Center, don't hesitate to drop by and check us out. As a special incentive, on Tuesday, January 21 - Thursday, January 23 from 10AM to 12PM there will be coffee, tea and breakfast pastries for all new women students -- and each visitor will receive a bonus ticket for our raffle at our OPEN HOUSE LUNCH on...
CALENDAR

Monday, January 20
MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY - CAMPUS CLOSED

Tuesday, January 21
SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS

Tuesday, January 21 - Thursday January 23
AN OPEN INVITATION TO ALL INCOMING FIRST YEAR AND TRANSFER WOMEN STUDENTS - Join us for hot coffee & hot tips. 10AM - 12PM MURRAY CENTER 265 CAMPUS CENTER

Friday, January 24
CALLING ALL INCOMING FIRST YEAR AND TRANSFER WOMEN STUDENTS! Open house at the Murray Center - Chat, Chew and the Chance to Win Excellent Prizes. 11:30AM - 1PM MURRAY CENTER 265 CAMPUS CENTER

Thursday, February 13
JOIN US FOR GALENTINE'S DAY A Celebration of Female Friendship! DIY Manicures, Sweet Treats, and Chick Flix 12PM - 4PM MURRAY CENTER 265 CAMPUS CENTER

Wednesday, February 26
CAREER FAIR 12PM - 4:30PM WELLNESS & EVENTS CENTER (WEC)

AND REMEMBER:

FEBRUARY IS BLACK HISTORY MONTH

COMMON EXAMS BEGIN MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10. Click here for complete schedule

NJIT CONFIDENTIAL

Advice, encouragement and invaluable tips from NJIT insiders -- students, faculty and staff -- to put you on the right track starting on Day One.

Go to class, do the homework
Sure, that sounds pretty obvious, but research shows that students who attend class regularly and complete assignments on time are far more likely to excel academically than their peers. So like the ad says, just do it!

Making a smooth transition to life at NJIT
Whether you're moving into the residence halls or commuting to campus, there are a wide range of activities to get you acquainted with the NJIT community - events like Pancakes with the President and the Student Organization Fair are all great ways to connect. Don't miss these opportunities to meet the rest of the class of 2021 and entering transfer students, connect with returning NJIT students, and get to know NJIT's faculty and staff.

More is more
Study groups work. Noodling through tough calculus equations, physics problems and chemistry conundrums in a group can be a lot more productive than trying to fly solo. Murray Center staff and Ambassadors will be holding study groups and review sessions throughout the year. Not only do these sessions provide a great 'leg-up' in your classes and exams - they also are a terrific way to meet new people. So join in - you'll be glad you did.

Get to know your professors
NJIT's faculty is accomplished, generous and accessible. On the first day of class, find out about your professors' availability -- does she or he have regular office hours? Are they accessible online? These folks are invested in your success -- so don't hesitate to reach out if you need extra help or have questions.

Lean on us
The Murray Center is here to help -- so don't be shy about reaching out for advice, encouragement and perspective. Remember, the Murray Center staff and Ambassadors have all stood exactly where you are standing now -- and they're here to share their experiences and expertise.

Be realistic
Don't overload your course schedule and leave a little room for campus activities. Getting involved in student organizations, clubs or athletics is an excellent way to get to know other students and can provide great learning and friendship opportunities.

Don't be a stranger
The Murray Center is your home-away-from-home, whether you are a commuting student or living on campus - it's a place to study, socialize

PAST E-NEWSLETTERS

Check out our past e-newsletters filled with valuable information, past events, and scholarships here!
and it is the nerve-center for a variety of organization, clubs, sororities and scholarship and internship opportunities. Amenities like our mini-kitchen and a comfy lounge area make it a great place to hang out between classes, meet new people and connect with academic and career opportunities. We are centrally located on the second floor of the Campus Center and our conference rooms are available for meetings and study groups. So don't be a stranger, come check us out -- we look forward to meeting you.

Contact the Murray Center

Phone: 973.642.4885
Fax: 973.642.7205
Email: murray.center.njit@gmail.com
Website: womenscenter.njit.edu
Address: 323 Martin Luther King Blvd, Newark, NJ 07102

Staff:
Dr. Nancy Steffen-Fluhr, Director
973.596.3295 | steffen@njit.edu
Fran Sears, Special Projects Manager
973.642.4885 | fsears@njit.edu
Shivani Jaisinghani, Program Coordinator
973-642-7441 | sj434@njit.edu

Click [here](#) for a campus map and directions!